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Brief discription of Inulin-Nutrimed®
It is for good reason that diabetes is considered to be the disease of the civilization
– between 2 to 4% of the world population suffer from this disease, and in some
countries this figure exceeds 10%. Apart from heredity reasons, a common cause of
diabetes is overweight – usually a result of an of unhealthy life style.
For about 10 years the Nutrimed company has been producing a unique plant
preparation - Inulin-Nutrimed®.
Inulin-Nutrimed® is a completely natural herbal supplement which is produced
exclusively by Nutrimed. It consists of the dry extract made from the fresh chicory
roots (Cichorium intubys) and contains no less than 50% of high-molecular inulin.
The technology and “know-how” of Inulin – developed exclusively by and
for Nutrimed Ltd. Hence the manufacturing process cannot be reproduced by
anyone else.
This technology has some similarities with the technology of some western companies. But several new traits in our technology make it possible to produce substance, which has considerably stronger biological activity and medical effects. Due
to these new features applications of inulin produced by „Nutrimed“ is different to
that known in other countries.
In western countries inulin is used mainly as dietary ingredient of confectionary,
milk products and other food products or as dissoluble at room temperature
powder, which daily application dosage is about 10-15 g. It doesn’t have significant
influence on human metabolism.
Inulin-Nutrimed® can be dissolved at a temperature of about 70 C, has daily application dosage of 2-3 g (4-6 capsules) and has a much more powerful activity. One of
the reasons is that Inulin – Nutrimed has very complicated molecular structure and
very high molecular weight.
Inulin-Nutrimed® has been certified by the Ministry of public health of Ukraine as
a herbal diet supplement and is being successfully selling at the Ukrainian pharmaceutical market since 1999. Hundred of thousands of patients benefited from
Inulin-Nutrimed® and no side effects were reported.

Inulin - Nutrimed ®
The numerous clinical investigations made by experts of the leading Kiev scientific
medical centres proved, that the application of Inulin-Nutrimed® has the following
statistically authentic physiological effects:

• it decreases the blood glucose and serum triglycerides level
• it reduces the serum cholesterol and can therefore be recommended as
a preventive remedy of good antisclerotic virtue

• it prevents the development of vascular diseases by diabetes
• it allows to reduce the daily dosage of the main saccharolytic chemical
medicine
• it is specially effective during the initial stages of the type II diabetes
(non-insulin-dependent)

1 capsule contains:
- 500 mg of extract from fresh chicory roots
(Cichorium intubys) produced according to the original patented technology of the Nutrimed company.

Recommended dose:

1-2 capsules 3 times a day 15-20 minutes before meal during 3-4 months. If necessary, the course should
be repeated in 1-2 months.

Package: 60 capsules.

